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Summary. A set of 25 Enterobacter cloacae typing phages was evaluated. Of 384 test 
strains, 93.8% were lysed by at least one phage; the mean number of reactions/strain 
was 7.3. Discrimination between strains was satisfactory within the most frequent 0 
serotypes; 0-9 patterns/strain were found for strains of serotypes 0 3  and 08. Overall, 
325 patterns were found. Phage patterns were completely reproducible when 
duplicates of strains were typed on the same day, but only 40% reproducible when 
repeated after 18 months. The combination of 0 serology and phage typing 
discriminated well between hospital isolates. 

Introduction 

Enterobacter cloacae has been implicated in 
several outbreaks of nosocomial infection (Mayhall 
et al., 1979; Powell et al., 1980; John et al., 1982) 
but the extents of these episodes have been difficult 
to document because of lack of typing schemes. 
The discrimination provided by the 0-serotyping 
scheme described recently (Gaston et al., 1983) was 
fair, but further methods were required to subdivide 
the common 0 serotypes. The isolation and selec- 
tion of a set of typing phages for E. cloacae has been 
described in a companion paper (Gaston, 1987). In 
this study, use of this set as a secondary typing 
method is evaluated. 

Materials and methods 

Phages 

The 25 typing phages were selected from a candidate 
set of 76 phages isolated mainly from sewage (Gaston, 
1987). 

E. cloacae strains 

A test series of 384 strains of E. cloacae was selected 
from a collection of 1600 clinical isolates. 0 serotyping 
was performed as described by Gaston et al. (1983). 

Routine phage typing 

Broth cultures of the test strains were diluted 1 in 200 
and seeded on to 9-cm diameter phage-typing agar (PTA) 
plates (Gaston, 1987). Excess broth was removed with a 
pasteur pipette and the plates were dried for 30 min at 
room temperature. The phages were then applied at 
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routine test dilution (RTD) with a multiloop applicator 
(Lidwell, 1959). Plates were incubated for 18 h at 32°C 
and the phage reactions were recorded. The strength of 
lysis was scored as: strong reactions, >50 plaques 
(+ +); intermediate, 20-50 plaques (+); weak, 1-19 
plaques (+); or no reaction (-). 

Reader variation 

Three readers who were experienced in recording 
phage reactions scored the reactions independently with 
143 strains. Variations in their scoring were noted for 
each phage. 

Reproducibility on repeated typing 

(i) Thirty strains were typed twice on the same day to 
determine the immediate reproducibility of the typing 
set; (ii) 84 strains were retyped after storage for 18 
months at room temperature. All strains had been sub- 
cultured at least once during that period. 

Associations of phage types with serotypes 

Associations were determined by comparing the 
reactivity of each phage with individual serotypes against 
its reactivity with all other serotypes. Fisher’s Exact 
Probability test was used todetermine whether the phages 
were positively or negatively associated with the most 
common serotypes (Croxton and Cowden, 1962). 

Results 

Typing ability 

For the purposes of this analysis, only those 
reactions with 220 plaques were considered to be 
positive. Of the 384 strains, 360 (93.8%) were lysed 
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by at least one of the 25 phages, and the mean 
number of reacting phages for each strain was 7.3. 
The percentages of strains of different serotypes 
which could be phage typed ranged from 90% for 
serotype 027 to 100% for several other serotypes 
(table I). The mean number of reactions of the 
strains of different serotypes varied widely, from a 
mean of 2.6 phage reactions for strains of serotype 
027 to a mean of 10.4 reactions for strains of 
serotype 019. Strains that were not serologically 
typable (0-NT or autoagglutinable) were usually 
sensitive to the typing phages, 844% of 0-NT 
strains and 94.3% of autoagglutinable (AA) strains 
being typable. 

Reactions of individualphages. These are displayed 
in table 11. The proportion of strains giving strong 
lytic reactions ranged from 47.1% for phage 7 to 6.3 
for phage 21. Twelve phages gave strong (+ +) or 
intermediate (+) reactions with one-third or more 
of the test strains and only two phages reacted with 
< 10% of strains. 

Associations. The reactions of each phage with 
the ten most frequent serotypes were analysed. 
Nine serotypes showed at least one significant 
association. The number of associations varied but 
was particularly marked in strains of serotypes 0 3  
and 0 8 .  There were six positive associations in the 
25 phages with strains of serotype 0 3  and five 
negative associations. Phage 25 was unique in that 
it was the only serotype specific phage, lysing 32 of 
the 53 serotype 0 3  strains. Eight phages were 
positively associated with serotype 0 8  strains. 
Autoagglutinable strains showed an increased 
sensitivity to phages 15, 18, 19,21 and 23. 

'Fable I. Distribution of the phage reactions by 0 serotype 

Number of Mean number of 
strains phage reactions Percentage of 

0 serotype examined per strain strains typable 

1 
3 
4 
8 
9 

12 
13 
16 
19 
27 

AA 
0-NT 

All 
strains 

21 
53 
10 
45 
16 
11 
23 
17 
10 
10 

35 
46 

384 

6-2 
8.1 
5.7 
8.9 
7.8 
5.2 
7.0 
6.9 

10.4 
2.6 

8.7 
5.8 

7.3 

90.5 
94.3 

100.0 
95.6 

100.0 
100.0 
95.7 

100.0 
100.0 
90-0 

94-3 
84.8 

93-8 

Table 11. Lytic reactions of the 25 typing phages on 384 
distinct strains of E. cloacae 

Phage 
no. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

Number of strains PA) with the indicated reaction 

f + + +  - 

202 (52.6) 
185 (48.2) 
226 (58.9) 
184 (47.9) 
243 (63.3) 
239 (62-2) 
173 (45.1) 
203 (52.9) 
297 (77.3) 
232 (60.4) 
230 (59.9) 
215 (56.0) 
274 (71.4) 
291 (75.8) 
303 (78.9) 
279 (72.7) 
295 (76.8) 
304 (79.2) 
236 (61.5) 
280 (72.9) 
342 (89.1) 
324 (84.4) 
335 (87.2) 
329 (85.7) 
347 (90.4) 

20 (5.2) 
10 (2.6) 

7 (1.8) 
5 (1.3) 

16 (4.2) 
6 (1.6) 
6 (1.6) 
0 
5 (1.3) 
8 (2.1) 

14 (3-6) 
14 (3.6) 
10 (2.6) 
6 (1.6) 

28 (7.3) 
8 (2.1) 
3 (0-8) 

21 (5.5) 

5 (1.3) 
4 (1.0) 

14 (3.6) 
10 (2.6) 
8 (2.0) 
3 (0.8) 
5 (1-3) 

29 (7.6) 
10 (2.6) 
19 (4.9) 
17 (4.4) 
12 (3.1) 
26 (6.8) 
24 (6.3) 
16 (4-2) 

15 (3.9) 
16 (4.2) 
26 (6.8) 
17 (4.4) 
9 (2.3) 
9 (2.3) 

5 (1-3) 
6 (1.6) 

15 (3.9) 
8 (2- 1) 

19 (4.9) 
7 (1.8) 

2 (0.5) 

4 (1.0) 

21 (5.5) 

4 (1.0) 

4 (1.0) 

133 (34.6) 
179 (46.6) 
118 (30.7) 
176 (45.8) 
124 (32.3) 
103 (26.8) 
181 (47.1) 
159 (41.4) 
83 (21.6) 

132 (34-4) 
130 (33.9) 
129 (33.6) 
79 (20-6) 
74 (19.3) 
66 (17.2) 
56 (14.6) 
76 (19.8) 
71 (18.5) 

128 (33.3) 
92 (24-0) 
24 (6.3) 
31 (8.1) 
34 (8.9) 
48 (12.5) 
30 (7.8) 

-, No reaction; &, 1-19 plaques; +, 20-50 plaques; 
+ + , > 50 plaques. 

Discrimination 

Distinct phage patterns were established by 
scoring only those reactions with 2 2 0  plaques as 
positive. If the all-negative pattern (NT) is ex- 
cluded, 325 distinct patterns were recognised in the 
384 strains (0.85 patterns/strain). Only three pat- 
terns occurred on three or more occasions : phage 9 
alone (five times), phages 19 and 20 (three times) 
and phage 15 alone (three times). Table I11 shows 
the distribution of distinct patterns for each of the 
frequent serotypes and for 0-NT and AA strains. 
This table also shows the effect of applying different 
reaction-difference rules to the patterns obtained 
with the typing set. If strains were considered to be 
adequately separated by any single strong reaction 
difference there were 0.85 patterns/strain. How- 
ever, if one strong reaction difference was ignored 
and at least two were required before strains were 
classified as distinct, the number of patterns 
distinguished by the typing set fell to 273 (0.71 
patternslstrain) and if three reaction differences 
were required, the number of distinct patterns was 
209 (0*54/strain). 
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Table 111. The effect of applying a reaction difference rule 
on the number of distinct patterns defined in 384 strains 

Number of 
0 serotype strains 

1 
3 
4 
8 
9 

12 
13 
16 
19 
27 

AA 
0-NT 

All strains 

21 
53 
10 
45 
16 
1 1  
23 
17 
10 
10 
36 
46 

384 

Number of distinct patterns for 
stated number of reaction 

differences 

0 1 2 3 

18 18 15 14 
49 47 44 35 

7 7 6 5 
42 38 28 21 
15 15 12 9 
1 1  10 9 8 
19 18 15 12 
17 14 10 7 
10 9 9 9 
9 8 5 4 

34 33 32 27 
39 38 27 21 

325 273 209 142 

The discrimination achieved was satisfactory 
within the most frequent serotypes. The number of 
patterns/strain varied between 0.7 for serotype 0 4  
strains to 1.0 for strains of serotype 019. In the four 
largest groups indistinguishable by serology, the 
mean number of patterns for 0 3 , 0 8  and AA strains 
was 0.9 and for 0-NT strains was 0-8. 

Reproducibility 

Inter-observer variation. For the purposes of the 
evaluation, the readings of each of the three phage 
readers who took part in the analysis were given 
equal weight and the three readings of each plate 
were compared with each other. Hence there were 
429 (1 43 x 3) plate comparisons and 10,725 compari- 
sons of individual phage reactions. 

Of the 429 plate comparisons, 375 (87%) gave 
identical results, 28 (7%) showed one strong reaction 
difference (+ + to -), 16 (4%) revealed two 
reaction differences, and 10 (2%) gave three or more 
reaction differences. A high proportion of the 
differences were due to incorrect identification of 
the phages by the reader rather than to errors in 
assessing the strength of reaction. The average 
number of strong reaction differences/phage was 
3-7 and the range of differences expressed as 
percentages of the numbers of strong reactions 
varied between 0% for three phages and 12.9% for 
phage 9. This last phage produced small turbid 
plaques on PTA medium that were often difficult 
to read. 

Duplicate plates from one broth. There were no 
strong reaction differences between the duplicated 
plates of 30 strains typed on the same day. The only 
differences recorded were between + + and + 
reactions. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Number of reaction differences 

Figure. Reproducibility of phage typing after storage of strains; percentage of 84 strains giving the indicated number of reaction 
differences on retyping after storage for 18 months. 
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Separate single colonies from one strain. Twenty 
distinct colonies from three strains were typed. No 
strong reaction differences were observed. 

Variation of phage pattern on storage. Retyping 84 
strains after storage for 18 months at room 
temperature on Dorset’s egg medium showed that 
several strains had become autoagglutinable and 
their phage patterns differed markedly from the 
original, usually gaining two or three reactions. The 
reproducibility of typing the 84 strains tested is 
shown in the figure. The phage susceptibility 
patterns of only 40% of the strains were identical 
after this period but if two reaction differences were 
allowed before the cultures were classified as 
distinct, 88% of strains remained unchanged. Only 
phages 3 and 9 were < 90% reproducible. 

Multiple isolates from the same patient. Thirty- 
nine pairs of cultures from the same patient and 
with the same 0 serotype were selected and typed 
on the same day. There were eight strong reaction 
differences (+ + to -), 0*2l/strain, and seven 
moderate (+ to -) reaction differences, 048/ 
strain. 

Variation in phage pattern during an outbreak. 
There were few outbreaks during the study period 
with which to evaluate the stability of the phage 
susceptibility patterns. In two of three well-defined 
episodes, which involved patient-to-patient spread 
of the index strains, the phage patterns of all 
isolates of each strain were identical. In a third, 
common source, outbreak, 46 of 48 isolates gave 
essentially identical phage patterns. The remaining 
two isolates were believed also to represent the 
index strain because of the epidemiological picture, 
and because they had similar antibiograms and 
flagellar antigens (unpublished results), but gave 
distinct phage patterns. One of these isolates was 
partially autoagglutinable in saline but retained 
sufficient type antigen to be detected (this was 
identical to that of the outbreak strain) and the 
other was completely autoagglutinable. These re- 
sults suggest that the changes in phage pattern 
resulted from loss of 0 antigen. 

Discussion 

The bacteriophage typing scheme was developed 
to provide a secondary method of typing for E. 
cloacae. The phages were chosen primarily for their 
ability to subdivide the groups of strains which 
could not be divided by 0 serology, i.e., 0 3  (19.1% 
of nosocomial isolates), 0 8  (1 6.3%), 0-NT (1 2.3%) 

and AA strains (5.6%). The typing set discriminated 
well within these groups and provided a satisfactory 
method of subdividing most of the other 0 
serotypes. 

The poor reproducibility of typing patterns over 
a long time period may limit the application of the 
scheme to local situations. There are several factors 
that can adversely effect the reproducibility of 
phage typing. The initial ratio of active phage 
particles to bacterial cells is important (Bergan and 
Lystad, 1972). The susceptibility of cells also 
depends on their physiological state. Apparent 
variation in phage patterns can also occur due to 
inaccurate recording of the reactions. The poor 
reproducibility of the E. cloacae typing was proba- 
bly due to a combination of these factors. The 
relative instability of E. cloacae phage patterns was 
comparable with the findings of other workers with 
phage-typing systems for Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
and staphylococci (Williams and Rippon, 1952; 
Sjoberg and Lindberg, 1968). Two phages, nos. 3 
and 9, showed particularly poor reproducibility and 
their removal from the set would have greatly 
enhanced the reliability of the results. 

The variation in the phage patterns of isolates 
that had been stored for a period of time may have 
been due, at least in part, to alterations in surface 
antigens of the strains. Several of the phages in the 
typing set appeared to be sensitive to changes in 
the amount of 0 side chain present on the cell 
surface and strains that had become overtly 
autoagglutinable during storage showed altered 
susceptibility to the phages. The significant associ- 
ation of five phages with the autoagglutinable 
phenotype suggests that loss of 0 antigen may 
increase the availability of the attachment sites of 
these phages. The typing of clinical isolates and 
laboratory variants that failed to express 0-side 
chain polysaccharide (unpublished results) indi- 
cated that loss of 0 antigen can significantly alter 
the phage-susceptibility pattern. 

The strong associations between some phages 
and certain serotypes facilitated the identification 
of the 0 antigens of these strains from their phage 
types. These associations could limit the discrimi- 
nation of the scheme in some instances. In pairs of 
isolates with similar phage patterns it may be 
difficult to determine whether the isolates were 
related or whether the similarities were due to the 
shared 0 antigens. In practice, confusions attrib- 
utable to these associations were uncommon. 

A number of phages with similar reactions 
included in the 25-phage set were selected by DTA3 
because of their ability to discriminate between 
strains. This study has shown that much of the 
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information provided by these phages was dupli- 
cated and therefore redundant. Accordingly seven 
of them were removed to form an 18-phage set, and 
this, rather than the 25-phage set, is currently 
recommended for typing clinical isolates. 
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